Solid phase partitioning of metals in managed retreat soils: field changes over the first year of tidal inundation.
Sequential extraction methods were used to determine the effect of saline inundation on partitioning behaviour of metals in soils at Orplands Managed Retreat site, Essex, UK. A suite of metals (Al, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Li, Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn) were analysed in sequential extracts from samples of soil cores extracted immediately before breaching of sea walls in 1995 and 1 year after. Generally, partitioning of most metals was dominated by associations with the residual fraction and an absence of associations with the exchangeable fraction indicating a relatively uncontaminated environment. Changes in partitioning were predominantly limited to the top 8 cm of the soil profile where a decaying mat of vegetation from the pre-inundation surface resulted in high moisture contents and low redox potentials. In this zone, the predominance of metal associations with the residual fraction was replaced by associations with more labile fractions. In the surface layer deposited after breaching, Ca was dominantly associated with the carbonate fraction, which indicates biogenic import from adjacent estuarine sediments.